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ABSTRACT 
 

Web services collaborative environments are highly 

automatic, dynamic, heterogeneous, and full of cheating. 

These characteristics always lead to high risks of the 

services for the interaction participants. Hence, to 

guarantee that the private data in Cross-Organizational 

collaborative applications are not illegally collected and 

disclosed becomes a key for implementing the security 

services collaboration. In order to improve the reliability 

of the system, it is necessary in privacy-aware Web 

services collaboration systems to verify whether the 

implementation of a set of services satisfies the 

requirement specification of the system. This paper 

proposes a role-based privacy-aware Web services 

collaborative model, which delegates the privacy 

authorization based on trust relationships of services and 

then presents algorithms to make the consistency 

verification between the requirement specification and the 

implementation services. Finally, this paper verifies the 

correctness and efficiency of the role-based approach 

through an application example. 

 

KEYWORDS: role-based, Web services, trust, 

authorization. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Web services are emerging as a promising technology for 

the effective automation of inter-organizational 

interactions. Several Web services related standards such 

as WSDL [5], UDDI [5], and BPEL4WS [6] are already 

developed and used in the real-world business 

environments. In a Web services based collaborative 

application, there is always a set of participating services 

coming from different organizations that share the 

information and cooperate with each other in order to 

reach their common business goal [14]. Due to the 

dynamic, heterogeneous and cheating characteristics, the 

open service environment cannot guarantee the reliability 

of interacting participants, thus increases the risk of illegal 

collection or disclosure of personal sensitive data [4, 11]. 

In order to realize the function goal, the cross-

organizational Web services collaborative process has to 

release some privacy data to support the collaborative 

work; on the other hand, in order to meet the needs of the 

system security, it also has to seek a stricter control 

mechanism to protect those privacy data [12]. Therefore, 

how to protect the private data in the meantime of 

achieving system’s function becomes a great challenge of 

current research about the security Web services 

collaboration. 

In order to improve the reliability of a system and 

decrease the violation of private policy, it is necessary to 

make consistency verification between the requirement 

specification and the implementation services. Currently, 

some scholars have made a lot of research about the 

consistency verification of system designs [7, 9]. For the 

new requirement of protecting private data, however, the 

current research is relatively limited as follows: first, a 

privacy-aware Web services collaboration system is 

composed of a group of newly-developed services, which 

lack the basic trust relationships among each other, i.e., 

the current research is short of consideration to the trust 

relationships among services. Second, the current research 

mainly focuses on the function requirement, but ignores 

the verification of whether a requirement specification can 

be implemented by a set of specific services. In the 

research of privacy-aware Web services collaboration, two 

aspects should be considered in the verification process: 

one is the verification of the function requirement, i.e., 

whether the implementation services satisfy the function 

specification; the other is the verification of the non-

function requirement, i.e., the privacy requirement, which 

refers to whether the privacy authorizations of the 

implementation services satisfy the constraint of the 

privacy policies. 
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In a collaborative information system, roles can be treated 

as function behaviors abstract as well as the interacting 

authorization of the specifying entities [3,8,15]. To 

overcome the shortage of current research, this paper 

proposes a role-based privacy-aware web service 

collaborative model. Its contributions are as follows: first, 

it utilizes roles to specify the function behaviors and 

privacy authorizations of a service that obtains the privacy 

authorizations through playing roles and the service sends 

and receives messages specified by a role and finishes 

business tasks. Second, it introduces trust relationships 

among services, which regulates the credit threshold of 

privacy authorization. Services earn their credit through 

trustworthy interaction. The system makes the decision 

about privacy authorization through comparing the credit 

thresholds of the privacy policy and the credit values of 

the services. Third, it verifies the function and privacy 

requirement respectively so as to assure that the 

implementation satisfy the specification of the system.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes a 

role-based privacy-aware web service collaborative model. 

Section 3 gives different algorithms to make the 

consistency verification between the requirement 

specification and the implementation services of the 

system. Section 4 describes an application example about 

the privacy-aware Web services collaboration. Section 5 

presents the related works. Section 6 concludes the paper.    

 

 

2. ROLE-BASED PRIVACY-AWARE  

WEB SERVICES COLLABORATIVE 

SYSTEM 
 

Before describing the role-based privacy-aware Web 

services collaborative system (RBPSC), a web service-

based shopping case is used to analyze the consistency of 

the privacy-aware Web services collaborative system 

designs.  

Example 1: an online shopping scenario is as follows: 

there are service1, service2, service3 and service4, they 

play the role of buyer, seller, banker and shipper 

respectively. In the trading process, some private data is 

involved. At the beginning of the trade, the buyer sends 

the order to the seller. The order request includes the 

private data of the buyer such as name, address, postcode, 

and credit number. The seller discloses the buyer’s credit 

number to the banker and requests the banker to query the 

buyer’s deposit information after the seller receives the 

buyer’s order request message. When the seller acquires 

that the buyer’s deposit can afford the ordered goods, the 

seller discloses the buyer’s address and postcode to the 

shipper and tell him/her to send out goods and the banker 

to complete the transaction between two accounts. If the 

seller’s credit fails to afford the ordered goods, The buyer 

will reject this order. After shipping and billing, the seller 

will tell the buyer that the order has been finished. 

According to this shopping case, a privacy-aware Web 

services collaborative system involves a set of 

participating services from different organizations. Each 

service plays a different role. The services and roles form 

a work group. The roles specify the function behavior 

requirement of services through the input and output 

interfaces, among which the input interfaces describe the 

messages that services can receive and the output 

interfaces describe those the services can send out [13]. 

Services receive and send messages in the work group 

through playing roles and request or provide services from 

others. They share the data and achieve the business goal 

interactively. 

Meanwhile, roles also specify the access authorization to 

the private data of the playing services through the privacy 

policy and limit the credit threshold of every private data 

is released in the privacy policy [15]. At the beginning of 

collaboration, services have a default credit value. In the 

interaction process, they increase its credit value through 

successful transactions with others, and otherwise, the 

value will become lower. The aim of services is to obtain 

the maximal credit value, thus efficiently stimulates 

themselves to provide honest, reliable, and high-quality 

services to others. Only when the credit value of a service 

provider is higher than or equal to the credit threshold of 

the private data of the service requester, can the service 

provider get the access authorization. Hence, only when 

the service satisfies both the function specification and the 

privacy policy, can it play this role and interact with others. 

Based on the above discussions and the E-CARGO model 

[13, 14], the RBPSC can be defined as π ::=<M, R, S, g>, 
among which M is a set of messages , R is a set of roles, S 

is a set of services and g is a collaborative group of 

services. For the sake of convenience of description, we 

use |x| to represent the cardinality of the set x; a.b means b 

of a or a’s b; “a=b” means a is equal to b; “a:= b” means 

that a is assigned with b; and “a::= b” means that a is 

defined by b. 

Definition 1: Message. A message is defined as m::= <n, 

v, Om, tm> , where 

• n is the name of the message; 

• v is the pattern of a message, specifying the 

types, sequence and number of parameters; 

• Om is a ordered set of data object taken as the 

parameters with the message pattern v; 

• tm is the type of a message, including receiving 

and sending two types. 

Definition 2: Role. A role is the specification of the 

function behavior and privacy authorizations to its playing 

service. A role is defined as r::=<id, s, Rr, Or, Ir, 

P> ,where: 

• id is the identification of the role r; 
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• s is the playing service of the role;  

• Rr is a set of roles interrelated with this role [14]; 

• Or is a set of data objects that can be accessed by 

the playing service s; 

• Ir is a set of input and output interfaces. It is 

defined as Ir= < Min, Mout >, where Min is a set 

of input messages and Mout is a set of output 

messages; 

• P is the privacy policy of this role, which 

specifies the access authorization to the private 

data of the playing service. It is defined as p::= 

<Tp, M
p
>, where Tp is a group of types of privacy 

policy, (this paper mainly focuses on two types: 

collection and disclosure); Mp is a privacy policy 

matrix formed by |Tp| rows and |Or| columns, 

where a row refers to the types of privacy policy 

and a column refers to the data objects that can 

be accessed by the playing service s and the 

elements of the matrix M
p
[i, j] refers to lowest 

credit threshold of delegating the privacy 

authorization with the data object as j and the 

type as i to the playing service s, where, 

0≤ i≤ |Tp|, 0≤ j≤ |Or| , 0≤M
p
[i,j]≤ 1. 

Definition 3: Service. A service is a player of roles. It is 

defined as s::=<id, d, r, g, Ms, C, fi, fs>where: 

• id is the identification of the service; 

• d is the credit of the service; 

• r is the role of the service plays; 

• g is the work group of the service belongs to; 

• Ms is a set of messages of the service; 

• Os is a set of privacy data which are requested to 

access by the service; 

• C is a set of privacy authorizations which are 

requested by the service. For every c∈C, it is 

defined as c::=<ms, Tc, M
c
>, where ms is the 

requester of c, Tc
 
is a set privacy authorization 

types, (this paper mainly focuses on two types: 

collection and disclosure); M
c 
is a privacy 

authorization request matrix formed by |Tc| rows 

and |Os| columns, where row refers to the types of 

privacy authorization and column refers to the 

data objects, the elements of matrix M
c
[i,j] refer 

to the privacy authorization of the data object j 

and type i requested by ms, 0 ≤ i ≤ |Tc|, 

0≤ j≤ |Os| , M
c
[i,j]∈{0,1}, where 0 indicates that 

the message does not need the authorization and 

1 indicates that it needs;  

• fi  is the function which obtains the column index 

of the data object os in M
c 
. It is defined as 

fi(os)=ni, where ni is the column index of os in M
c
; 

• fs is the mapping function from message to the 

authorization. It is defined as fs(ms)=c, ms∈Ms, 

c∈C. 

Definition 4: Work Group. A work group is the place for 

the collaboration of services. It is composed of a set of 

roles and services, it is defined as g::=<id, R, S, J> where 

• id is the identification of the group; 

• R is a set of roles of the group; 

• S is a set of services of the group; 

• J is the matched pair of the role and service, it is 

defined as J={<r, s>}, which express assign the 

role r to the service s, namely appoint s to play 

the role r. 

According the Definition 4, the work group of the business 

scenario in example 1 can be described as : 

gtrading=<trade, {buyer, seller, banker, shipper}, {service1, 

service2, service3, service4}, {<buyer, server1>, <seller, 

server2>, <banker, server3>, <shipper, server4>}}. 

 

 

3. CONSISTENCY VERIFICATION OF 

RBPSC DESIGNS 
 

In RBPSC, before services interact, it is necessary to 

verify whether they satisfy the function and privacy 

requirement specified by the roles. If a service satisfies the 

function requirement and has obtained the authorization 

specified by the privacy policy of the role the service 

plays, then the service is workable, and if each service of a 

collaborative system is workable and the system is 

workable. To clarify, some definitions are required as 

follows: 

Definition 5: Function Satisfiable. ∀ role r and service s, 
if ∃  s.Ms ⊇  r. Ir.Min∪  r. Ir.Mout, then we say that s can 

satisfy the function specification of r. 

Definition 6:  Affordable Message. ∀  role r and service 
s, if s can satisfy the function specification of r, then we 

say that message m∈  r.Ir.Min∪  r.Ir.Mout can be afforded 

by s, message set  r.Ir.Min ∪  r.Ir.Mout is an affordable 

message set, expressed by Am. 

Definition 7: Privacy Satisfiable. ∀ role r and service s, 
if s can satisfy the function specification of r 

∧ ∀ message m∈Am, ∃  s.fs(m) can satisfy the privacy 
policy constraint specified by r.p, then we say that s can 

satisfy the privacy specification of r. 

Definition 8: Workable Service. ∀ role r and service s, if 
s can satisfy the function and privacy specification of r, 

then we say that s is workable in RBPSC. 

Definition 9: Workable System. ∀ group g and service 

set S1,  if ∃  S1=g.S ∧ ∀ service s∈S1 is workable, then 

we say that the system is workable. 

From the Definitions 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, the verification of 

whether a RBPSC is workable needs two aspects of work: 

one is to check whether every service in the system is 
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function-satisfiable; the other is to check whether every 

service is privacy-satisfiable. 

 

3.1. Satisfiability Verification of the Function 
 

The verification about the function satisfiability of 

services is actually to verify whether implementation 

services include every message specified by input and 

output interfaces of roles. The basic idea of this algorithm 

is as follows: Firstly we set a function-satisfied mark 

Fsatified, which is an integer variable. Then we take out 

every message in role r’s interfaces and place them in the 

ordered set Am. Secondly, we compare the messages in Am 

and messages in s sequentially. If they are the same, then 

Fsatisfied adds 1. Finally, we go ahead to evaluate the 

length of Fsatisfied and Am, if they are as long as each 

other, then indicates that s satisfies the function 

specification of r and call the ordered set Am as the 

affordable message set of s to r, and if not, then indicates 

that s violates the function specification. 

Algorithm 1: Function Verification 

Input: r; s; Am=∅ ; Fsatified=0; //r is the role; s is the 

//service; Am is a ordered set; and 

//Fsatified is an integer variable. 

Output: true as success and false as failure. 

FOR(each ir in r.Ir){  // every interface ir of role r; 

FOR(each m in ir){  //every message m in interface ir; 
Am.add(m); 

}} 

FOR(each ma in Am){  //every message ma of Am; 

FOR(each ms in s.Ms)//every message ms of service s; 

IF((ma.n==ms.n) AND (ma.v== ms.v) AND  

(ma.Om== ms.Om)){ 

Fsatified=Fsatified+1; 

}     //compare the name and pattern of message and 

the //parameters data objects; If they are equal, 

//Fsatisfied adds 1.  

}}; 

IF(|Am|==Fsatified){RETURN true;} 

ELSE{RETURN false;} 

Algorithm 1 checks whether the service s satisfies the 

function specification of role r. The complexity of this 

algorithm is C(q, n, m)=O(q*n)+O(q*n*m), where q refers 

to the total number of interfaces of r, n refers to the total 

number of messages included in interfaces, m refers to the 

total number of messages included in s. According to 

Definition 2, the interface number of r is constant 2. 

Hence the complexity is C(n, m)=O(n)+O(n*m)=O(n*m). 

The complexity relates to the total number of messages in 

r’s interfaces and the number of messages in s. 

 

3.2. Satisfiability Verification of Privacy 
 

Besides the verification of the services’ function’s 

satisfiability, in the environment of privacy-aware Web 

services collaboration, the verification about whether the 

privacy qualification of services satisfies the privacy 

policy is more important. In the following parts of this 

paper, we will discuss how to check whether services 

satisfy the privacy requirement specified by the roles 

through two algorithms: privacy delegation matrix 

computing and privacy delegation verification. 

Because the privacy policy of roles is established 

according to the credit value of services, only when credit 

value of a service is higher than or equal to the credit 

threshold specified by the privacy policy, can it get the 

privacy authorization. Therefore, firstly we have to 

compute a set of privacy authorization of the service can 

acquire under a certain credit value. The basic idea of this 

algorithm is as follows: 1) we input the role r, the playing 

service s and a message set Am in which the playing service 

s can afford r. 2) we iteratively take out every message m 

from Am and obtain the m’s privacy policy and the privacy 

authorization request matrix M
c
 respectively, and establish 

a privacy delegate matrix M
tl 
which has the same numbers 

of rows and columns as those of M
c
,
 
we set the element’s 

value of M
tl 
as 0. Secondly, we iteratively take out the 

credit threshold of every element in the privacy policy 

matrix to evaluate whether the data objects of the current 

policy elements are requested by s for access. If yes, we 

compare the credit threshold and the credit value. If the 

threshold is lower than or equal to the credit value of s, we 

set the value of corresponding element as 1 in M
tl
. Finally 

we add M
tl
 to the privacy authorization matrix set Mset. 

Algorithm: 2 Delegate Matrix Computing 

Input: r; s; Am; p; index; Mset =∅   

// r is the role, s is the service; Am is an 

affordable //message set; p is the privacy 

policy; index is the //column index in the 

privacy request matrix; //Mset is the 

privacy delegate matrix set;  

Output: Mset; 

p=r.p;     // obtain the privacy policy p of role r; 

FOR(each m in Am){ 

// take out every message m in Am; 

Tc=(s.fs(m)).Tc; 

// obtain the privacy authorization set 

requested//by service s;  

M
tl
 =create(M

tl
[|Tc|,|s.Os|]);  

// establish an delegate matrix with |Tc| rows 

and //|s.Os| columns, l refers to the order of 

m in Am ; 

FOR(each tp in p.Tp){ 

// for every privacy policy type of role r; 

FOR(each or in r.Or){ 

//for every data object or in Or; 
index=m.fi(or);  
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// obtain the column index of or in M
tl 
; 

if(index≠ null){ 
if(p.M

p
[tp,or]≤ s.d){M

tl
[tp,index]=1; 

}}    //compare the credit threshold of privacy 

//policy and the credit value of service, 

//set the value of the delegate matrix; 

}}} 

Mset.add(M
tl
); //add M

tl  
to the privacy delegate matrix  

                        //set Mset. 

The complexity of the algorithm for the privacy delegate 

matrix computing is C(q, n, m)=O(q*n*m), where q refers 

to the total number of the affordable messages, n refers to 

the total number of privacy policy types and m refers to 

the total number of privacy data objects of service can be 

accessed specified by role. According to Definition 2, the 

total number of the privacy policy types is constant 3. 

Hence we get the complexity of the algorithm C(q, m) = 

O(q*m). The complexity relates to the total number of 

messages and the privacy data objects specified by role. 

After we obtain the delegate matrix of every message m in 

affordable message set Am, it comes to check whether the 

delegate matrix of m satisfies the requirements of the 

request matrix. The basic idea of this algorithm is as 

follows: firstly, we input role r, its playing service s and a 

affordable message set Am. then we set a privacy-satisfied 

mark Psatisfied, which is an integer variable. And then we 

respectively obtain. the delegate matrix M
tl 
and

 
request 

matrix M
c
of every message m in Am. Secondly, we perform 

the minus operation, if the result is smaller than 0, then 

Psatisfied minus 1. Finally we check whether the value of 

Psatisfied is 0, if yes, then s satisfies the privacy 

specification of r; if not, s violates the privacy 

specification of r. 

Algorithm3 Delegate Verification 

Input: r; s; Am; p; index; Mset =∅ ; Psatified=0;  

// r is the role, s is the service; Am is a 

affordable //message set; c is the privacy 

authorization //requested by s; Mset is the 

privacy authorization //matrixes set; Psatified 

is a privacy-satisfied mark; 

Output: true as success and false as failure. 

FOR(each m in Am){//for every message m in Am 

c=s.fs(m);  

// get the privacy authorization c requested by 

service s 

M
cl
=c.M

c
;  //get the privacy request matrix  

M
tl
=Mset.get(m); 

//get the privacy delegate matrix of m 

FOR(each tc in c.Tc){ 

// for every requested privacy authorization type t
c  

FOR(each os in m.Os){ 

// for every requested data object os 

IF(Mtl [tc,os] - M
cl[tc,os]≤ 0){ 

Psatified= Psatified -1}; 

// compare the elements of privacy request 

// matrix and  privacy delegate matrix 

}} 

IF(Psatified ==0){RETURN true}ELSE{RETURN false} 

The complexity of the privacy delegate verification 

algorithm is C(n, m)=O(n*m), where n refers to the total 

number of privacy authorization types requested by s and 

m refers to the total of privacy data objects of service can 

access specified by role. According to Definition 3, the 

total number of privacy authorization types is a constant, 

say, 2. Hence, we get the complexity of the algorithm C(q, 

m)= O(q*m). The complexity relates to the total number of 

the privacy data objects the service can access specified 

by roles. 

 

 

4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE 

 
Based on the RBPSC model mentioned in Section 2 and 

the satisfiability verification discussed in Section 3, we 

can verify whether a set of services can implement the 

requirement specification of the roles. Now we analyze it 

by using Example 1 mentioned in the introduction. In 

Example 1, there are four implemented services: service1, 

service2, service3, service4. They play the role of buyer, 

seller, banker and shipper respectively. The roles, the 

messages specified by the input and output interfaces of 

the roles and interrelated roles are shown in Table 1. The 

credit value of every service and a set of messages they 

include are shown in Table 2. The privacy policy matrix of 

seller is shown in Table 3. 

The concrete verifying process is as follows. Step 1: we 

use Algorithm 1 mentioned in Section 3 to verify whether 

service can implement the function behavior specified in 

role interfaces, the verification results shows that all 

services in Table 2 can implement the function behavior 

specified by roles in Table 1. Step 2: we use Algorithm 2 

and Algorithm 3 mentioned in Section 3 to verify whether 

the services satisfy the constraint of privacy policy of roles. 

We firstly input into the algorithm the privacy policy 

matrix of roles, the credit value of service and the message 

set in which services can afford roles and we obtain the 

privacy delegate matrix of message; secondly, we compare 

the privacy delegate matrix and privacy request matrix of 

the service and obtain a set of privacy delegate results. 

Now, we take the message CredChk of service2 for 

example. Table 3 is the privacy policy matrix of the seller. 

Table 4 is the privacy delegate matrix of the message 

CredChk. Table 5 is the privacy request matrix of the 

message CredChk. Table 6 is the privacy delegate result 

matrix of the message CredChk. From Table 6, we know 

that the disclosure authorization of the data CreditNO is –

1, which indicates that service2 is not qualified to obtain 

the disclosure authorization of CreditNO , because the 
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credit value of service2 is 0.7 which is lower than the 

lowest credit threshold of 0.8 specified by the privacy 

policy of seller. 

Table 1. Roles, Messages and Interrelated Roles 

 

Table 2. Services, Messages and Credit values 

 
Table 3. The seller’s privacy policy matrix 

 Name Address PostCode CreditNO Goods GoodFund COKInf CRjtInf RejInf BEndInf SEndInf SuccInf 

Collect 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Disclose 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 4. The CredChk’s privacy delegate matrix 
 Name Address PostCode CreditNO Goods GoodFund COKInf CRjtInf RejInf BEndInf SEndInf SuccInf 

Collect 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Disclose 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Table 5. The CredChk’s privacy request matrix 

 Name Address PostCode CreditNO Goods GoodFund COKInf CRjtInf RejInf BEndInf SEndInf SuccInf 

Collect 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Disclose 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Table 6. The CredChk’s privacy delegate result matrix 

 Name Address PostCode CreditNO Goods GoodFund COKInf CRjtInf RejInf BEndInf SEndInf SuccInf 

Collect 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Disclose 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 

5. RELATED WORK 

 
Currently, there are many researches about how to check 

whether the implemented services satisfy the requirement 

specification. Busi et al. [2] and Kazhamiakin et al. [10] 

propose two formal calculi to model Web services 

Role Name Input Interface Output Interface Interrelated 

Roles 

Buyer Rejection(RejInf)?;Success(SuccInf)?Fail(FailInf)? OrdReq(Name,Address,Postcode, 

CreditNO, Goods)! 

Seller 

Seller OrderReq(Name,Address,Postcode,CreditNO,Goods)? 

CredOk(COkInf)?;CredFail(CFailInf)? 

BillEnd(BEndInf)?; 

ShipEnd(SEndInf)?; 

Rejection(RjtInf)!; Success(SuccInf)! 

CredChk(Name,CreditNO)!; 

Billing(CreditNO,GoodsFund)!; 

Shipping(Address,Postcode)!; 

Buyer; 

Banker; 

Shipper 

 

Banker CredChk(CreditNO)? 

Billing(CreditNO,GoodsFund)? 

CredOk(COkInf)!;CreditFail(CFailInf)!; 

BillEnd(BEndInf)!; 

Seller 

 

Shipper Ship(Address,Postcode)? ShipEnd(SEndInf)!; Seller 

Server Name Messages Credit Value 

Service1 OrdReq(Name,Address,Postcode,CreditNO,Goods)!; 

Rejection(RejInf)?;Success(SuccInf)?Fail(FailInf)? 

1 

Service2 Rejection(RjtInf)!; Success(SuccInf)!;OrderReq(Name,Address,Postcode,CreditNO,Goods)? 

CredChk(Name,CreditNO)!;CredOk(COkInf)?;CredFail(CFailInf)? 

Billing(CreditNO,GoodsFund)!; BillEnd(BEndInf)?; 

Shipping(Address,Postcode)!; ShipEnd(SEndInf)?; 

0.7 

 

 

 

Service3 CredOk(COkInf)!;CreditFail(CFailInf)!; CredChk(CreditNO)? 

BillEnd(BEndInf)!; ShipEnd(SEndInf)?; 

0.8 

 

Service4 ShipEnd(SEndInf)!; Ship(Address,Postcode)? 0.8 
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choreography and Web services orchestration. They also 

investigate the interdependencies between choreography 

and orchestration and propose a bisimulation-like notion 

of conformance between choreography and orchestration 

of Web services. Federica et al. [7] model both Web 

services and Web services choreography as transition 

systems and represent Web services credential disclosure 

policies as directed graphs, and then verify that all 

possible conversations of the Web services choreography 

can be implemented by matching credential disclosure 

policies of the invoker Web service with the access 

control policy of the Web services being invoked. Foster 

et al. [9] propose a formalization of Web services 

composition and Web services choreographies based on a 

finite state process (FSP) algebra. Moreover, they propose 

techniques to verify the compatibility among interacting 

compositions of Web services, the conformance between a 

choreography and its implementation, deadlock absence, 

and safety and progress properties. Most of the work 

mentioned above just focuses on the verification of the 

function requirement of services. The data privacy, which 

does not belong to function requirement, however, has not 

been sufficiently considered. 

Enforcing privacy policies on the Web services 

applications have been largely approached from the 

traditional access control view point. Agrawal et. al. have 

introduced the concept of Hippocratic databases in [1]. 

The core idea is to exploit an SQL rewriting technique to 

incorporate policy evaluation into a database query to 

ensure that data is only disclosed to appropriate people. 

The implementation assumes relational database systems 

and it requires analysis of each SQL query for re-writing. 

Another database-centric approach is presented in [11], in 

which the author focuses on the management and 

enforcement of privacy obligations in a closed enterprise 

environment.  

The drawback of these approaches is that they focus on 

the database level (relational databases in particular). We 

believe that a higher-level (i.e., business process) 

consideration is required to cater for the privacy concerns 

that may span across different systems and different types 

of data repositories. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In view of the new requirement for the data privacy in the 

Web services collaborative environment, this paper 

proposes a role-based privacy-aware Web services 

collaborative model. First, it uses role describing the 

function and privacy requirement, and then services obtain 

the privacy authorization through playing roles and 

interact with other services in the system through receiving 

and sending messages specified by roles. Second, it 

introduces trust relationship, sets the credit threshold of 

the released privacy data in privacy policy, service just 

can obtain the privacy data that the credit value is higher 

than that credit threshold, in this way the security of 

privacy data is enforced. Third, it makes the verification to 

the function requirement and privacy requirement 

respectively in order to check whether implementation 

services is consistent with the requirement specification of 

a system. 

The protection of data privacy in Web services 

collaborative environment involves the researches of other 

branches. This paper just makes the analysis and 

verification about the collection and disclosure of privacy 

data. It does not consider the time property of privacy data, 

i.e., the retention time of a service in the collection and 

disclosure of privacy data. Therefore, the following job of 

this paper is to investigate the RBPSC model in regard to 

the time factor and make the verification to the retention 

time of privacy data. In addition, the role-based approach 

proposed by this paper is just a concept model. Hence, 

another job to follow this paper is to develop a privacy-

verifying tool in view of RBPSC and expands it to 

bpel4ws as a plug-in so as to support the privacy 

verification of services more efficiently with more 

flexibility. 
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